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Abstract
This paper discusses a simulation-based fault detection approach for detecting faults during the operation of low-temperature solar
thermal systems. An eﬀective fault detection approach for solar thermal systems can ensure a quick response and reparation of occurring
malfunctions that cause a reduced solar energy yield. Several fault detection methods can be applied, e.g. manual fault ﬁnding, algorithms, spectral analysis or simulation-based fault detection.
The simulation-based fault detection approach is based on an hourly, daily or monthly comparison of measured and simulated energy
yields. The method was applied and evaluated for three ﬁeld test systems with diﬀerent hydraulics and a collector area between 15 and
1290 m2. Several faults were successfully detected. Faults in the solar loop can be detected as long as the fault causes a large enough
energy loss in comparison to the uncertainties of the simulated and measured energy yield. Fault diagnosis turns out to be more diﬃcult
and is expected to greatly improve by integrating the simulation-based fault detection approach in a larger framework that includes data
management and algorithm-based fault detection.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Solar thermal systems; Fault detection; Simulation; TRNSYS

1. Introduction
Continuous automated monitoring and fault detection
are important for a good long-term performance of solar
thermal systems. This paper discusses a simulation-based
approach for detecting and potentially identifying faults
during the operation of solar thermal systems. The reliability of solar thermal systems and components is important
in order to obtain an optimum energy production and to
achieve a high solar fraction. During the approximately
25 year life span of solar thermal systems, continuous fault
detection can result in a quick response and prompt reparation of occurring malfunctions.
Several fault detection approaches have been developed
in the last decade; an overview is presented in de Keizer
et al. (2011a). The methods are based on: manual fault ﬁnd⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 5618043890.
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ing; simple to complex algorithms (Altgeld and Mahler,
1999; Wiese et al., 2007; Brandstetter, 2007); spectral analysis (Grossenbacher, 2003); comparison of measured with calculated, simulated or via neural networks calculated solar
energy yields (Kalogirou et al., 2008; Pärisch et al., 2007;
Wiese et al., 2007). Further approaches are being developed,
see e.g. Ohnewein et al. (2010). Manual fault detection, in
which an expert analyses the measured data to detect faults,
is too (expert) time intensive and therefore costly. Automated methods can oﬀer a solution in this respect.
A simulation-based fault detection approach may oﬀer
the following advantages in comparison to other
approaches:
(a) Comparison of measured energy yield to reference
simulated energy yield makes it possible to detect
too low solar energy yield, too much auxiliary heating
and too large store loss.
(b) Energy loss resulting from faults can be quantiﬁed.
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Nomenclature
A
a1
cp
Q
Q_
s
T
t
Dt
UA
V
V_
q

aperture area (m2)
temperature-independent heat loss coeﬃcient
(W/m2 K)
speciﬁc heat capacity (J/kg K)
thermal energy yield (kW h)
heat ﬂow rate (W)
symptom (–)
temperature (°C or K)
time (s)
timestep (s)
UA-value (W/K)
volume (m3)
volume ﬂow rate (l/h)
density (kg/m3)

Subscripts and abbreviations
aux
auxiliary heating loop
bc
base case

(c) The approach provides a second overall system check
that can detect larger faults, even if they are missed
by algorithms.
(d) Faults of some components can be easier detected
with the simulation-based method.
(e) It may be easier to ﬁnd a fault by adding the results of
the simulations to purely algorithm based
approaches, e.g. by lowering the alarm value, and
to second check algorithms.
This paper is focused on the development and application of a simulation-based fault detection approach and
will answer the following research question: how eﬀective
is the simulation-based fault detection method for solar
thermal systems and is it also possible to diagnose faults?
The well-established simulation tool TRNSYS (Klein
et al., 2009) was used for carrying out the simulations.
The method was implemented and tested for three ﬁeld test
systems. The structure of the method is described in Section 2. Furthermore, the fault detection and diagnosis
approach and the ﬁeld test systems are described. Section 3
describes the results of the simulation-based fault detection
approach as applied for the three ﬁeld test systems. The discussion and conclusion can be found in Section 4.
2. Method
2.1. Fault diagnosis background
The fault diagnosis method is structured according to
the fault diagnosis system in Isermann (2006). Measured
variables are used to calculate ‘features’, these are e.g. temperature diﬀerences, energy ﬂows or the measured variables
themselves (temperature, volume ﬂow, and irradiance).

col
DEY

collector
daily energy yield category based on speciﬁc
solar energy yield of bc (kW h/m2)
ﬂ
ﬂow
fs
fault scenario
HX
heat exchanger
max
maximum
meas measured
min
minimum
prim
primary
rt
return
sec
secondary
sim
simulated
sol
solar loop
COMBI combi-system
DH
district heating
TLN two-line network

Symptoms are derived by comparing measured features
to each other, reference values or simulated features.
Symptoms are deﬁned as ‘unusual’ changes, whereby
symptoms can be determined in three diﬀerent ways: analytic, heuristic or based on the process history and fault statistics (Isermann, 2006; Shahbazfar et al., 2012).
The generation of symptoms is followed by fault diagnosis, which consists of the identiﬁcation of a fault type and
possible details like fault size and location (Isermann,
2006). The fault diagnosis steps use quantitative analytic
knowledge as well as heuristic diagnostic and process
knowledge, like rules and predicate logic, as input. Furthermore prior knowledge and the typical distribution of residuals play a role.
2.2. Structure of fault diagnosis method
The simulation-based fault detection at Kassel University is part of a larger fault detection framework that
includes a data management structure and algorithm-based
fault detection. The structure of the complete method is
shown in Fig. 1.
The database server collects system and sensor information and measured data. At the start of the monitoring and
fault detection process, information on the hydraulics of
the system and the control strategy is required for setting
up the TRNSYS models and for the fault detection algorithms. To estimate the uncertainties of measured data,
also if it is used as input for the simulation, information
on the type of installed measurement equipment is
required.
Automated fault-detection algorithms can be used as a
ﬁrst fault detection and diagnosis step. Relative simple
equations can be used to check e.g. that a value is inside
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This would make it very diﬃcult or impossible to derive
accurate parameters (by ﬁtting) for the individual components. Furthermore, one would need to be sure that there
is no fault in the system initially, so one would not ﬁt the
parameters to a fault. One future option to better ﬁt the
model to the real system would be to ﬁt a group of parameters for e.g. the solar loop, however, an initial fault-free
state of the system needs to be assured.
2.3. Fault detection and diagnosis

Fig. 1. Structure of the fault detection method, additional aspects due to
the simulation-based fault detection are marked by dashed, thick lines.

the measurement range of a sensor and to check certain
functions at a certain timestep. More complicated algorithms can be used to check time-dependant functions of
certain components.
The simulation based fault diagnosis requires several
additional steps (marked with thick dashed lines in
Fig. 1). TRNSYS models for the solar thermal systems
need to be developed. To reduce the time required for preparing these, the models are assembled from predeﬁned
TRNSYS subsystems (de Keizer et al., 2009). Since the
subsystems (with diﬀerent parameters) have already been
checked, this reduces the chance on faults in the TRNSYS
model. System parameters are derived from datasheets and
system operator information. The TRNSYS simulations
are carried out with measured input data (e.g. irradiance,
ambient, and return ﬂow temperature). The simulation is
veriﬁed with an initial check of the simulation results in
comparison to the measurements during the ﬁrst months
of operation. There is the possibility that a simple error
was made, e.g. that the collector area was deﬁned at 15
instead of 150 m2. If faults are found that the system operator does not want to correct, the simulation can be
adjusted.
The TRNSYS model and its parameters are not validated and the simulation is not ﬁtted to the to measured
data for several reasons. A limited deviation of the simulation parameters from the real ﬁeld values is accounted for
by the uncertainty margin of the parameters that is taken
into account. If the deviation is too large, e.g. a reduced
collector eﬃciency by 20%, this should be considered and
detected as a fault. Due to the fact that the fault detection
approach should be commercially used, there are only a
limited number of installed sensors, a limited amount of
measurement accuracy and probably no sensor calibration.

Simulations allow the calculation of the following simulated features: solar energy yield, auxiliary energy and solar
fraction. With the simulated features the simulation-based
fault detection could, depending on the system, generate
three additional symptoms: too low solar energy yield,
too much auxiliary heating and too large store loss. The
last symptom is excluded, since the uncertainties of the heat
ﬂows into and out of the store are many times larger than
the heat loss from the store.1 Therefore, this is not a useful
symptom for the simulation-based method when typical
long-term measurement equipment is used. The features
and symptoms can be calculated on diﬀerent time scales.
The symptom ‘too low solar energy yield’ can be calculated
for diﬀerent time scales by the following equation:
(
ssol ðnÞ ¼

1

when Qsol;meas;max ðnÞ < Qsol;sim;min ðnÞ and no stagnation

0

when Qsol;meas;max ðnÞ P Qsol;sim;min ðnÞ

ð1Þ

where n = the time period (hour, day, year)
Qsol;meas;max ðtm  t0 Þ ¼

tm
X
V_ sol;max ðtÞ  ðT fl;sol;max ðtÞ
t¼t0

 T rt;sol;min ðtÞÞ  cp;sol  qsol Dt

ð2Þ

where t0 is start and tm is end time of the time period (hour,
day, year)
When ssol=1, there is a symptom and therefore a fault
indication. Maximum and minimum in Eq. (1) refer to
the uncertainty margins of measured and simulated energy
yields. The maximum measured solar energy yield
Qsol,meas,max(n) for a speciﬁc hour, day or year is compared
to the minimum simulated solar energy yield Qsol,sim,min(n)
for the same period. The maximum measured solar energy
yield mainly depends on the uncertainty margins of the
measured heat ﬂow and is for a heat ﬂow meter the maximum permissible error according to EN 1434 (2007). In
case the heat ﬂow is calculated from volume ﬂow and temperature sensors, Qsol,meas,max is calculated by Eq. (2).
The minimum simulated solar energy yield (Qsol,sim,min)
is determined by an additional simulation that takes the
uncertainty of simulation parameters (like collector parameters) and the uncertainty of the measured input data (like
irradiance) into account. The sensitive simulation parameters and measured input data are set to their maximum or
1
Assuming that typical and not high priced measurement equipment is
used for measuring the heat ﬂows.
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minimum value. An additional TRNSYS simulation calculates the minimum solar energy yield. Due to uncertainties
of the simulation, no comparisons on a minute time-scale
are carried out. On this shorter time-scale the algorithmbased fault detection method may be more suitable to ﬁnd
faulty behaviours that occur on a few minute time-scale.
For the simulation-based fault diagnosis step, i.e. the
identiﬁcation of the fault type and possible further details
like fault size and location (Isermann, 2006), several
options are available.
If the fault behaviour is time dependent, e.g. the eﬀects
are mainly visible in the morning or evening, pattern analysis can be used to reduce the number of possible faults. A
pattern is created by calculating hourly symptoms and by
analysing the recurrence for certain time slots. This
approach mainly works for faults occurring during the
beginning or end of the day; if the faults mainly occur during midday, this may also be due to the smaller relative
uncertainties that occur because of a larger solar energy
yield.
A second option is that one can determine the minimum
and average energy loss caused by a certain fault. Therefore, certain causes can be excluded.
A third approach for diagnosing faults is by simulating
separate subsystems. Thereby, the fault can be assigned to
a certain section of the system, however, one cannot identify the fault in detail. For example, if the solar energy yield
is too small, one cannot conclude with the automated simulation-based methods alone if the fault is caused by a bad
heat exchanger or by a faulty collector. Combining the
ﬁndings of the simulation-based and the algorithm-based
approach, fault diagnosis should be possible.
2.4. Field test systems
Three typical central European solar thermal systems
have been used for testing the simulation-based fault detection approach: a system generating heat for a local heating
net (TLN, two-line network), a system adding heat to a district heating net (DH) and a typical combi-system
(COMBI). These systems are shown in Fig. 2 including
the installed measurement equipment. For all ﬁeld test systems TRNSYS models were developed. Data for system
TLN and SH was available from June 2009 to October
2010, data for system COMBI was available from April
2010 until 31 October 2011. The main simulation parameters and settings are shown in Table 1. Daily simulations
were carried out with measured input data.2 Table 2 gives
an overview of the component models (TRNSYS types)
that were used. The solar energy yields are compared in
the loops where the measured heat ﬂow can be calculated;
secondary solar loop for systems TLN and DH, primary
solar loop for system COMBI.

Measured data for all systems is available on a minutelybasis. Data for some of the days is missing, days with more
than 15 min of continuous data missing were excluded
from the analysis. Data was interpolated for data gaps of
less than 15 min. Furthermore, for systems DH and TLN
the measured data from the heat ﬂow metre was used for
calculating heat ﬂows. The resolution of the integrated heat
values was not very good with, depending on the system,
10–100 kW h. Therefore, the heat ﬂows used in the calculation were based on the volume ﬂow and return temperature
that are measured by the heat ﬂow metre.
The measurement equipment used for the ﬁeld test systems and the related uncertainties are shown in Table 3.
Furthermore, minimum or maximum values for the most
sensitive simulation parameters are used for simulating
the minimum solar energy yield. The margins leading to
the minimum yield are: 5% for g0, +30% for the pipe
length, 15% for the UA-value of the solar heat exchanger
and 3% for the volume ﬂow in primary and secondary
solar loop.3
2.5. Fault scenarios for testing the method
To illustrate and visualise the functioning of the fault
detection method, several fault scenarios have been developed and implemented in TRNSYS. The aim of the analysis is to ﬁnd out when certain faults can be detected; how
large does the energy loss that the fault causes need to be
for detection. Symptoms are derived by comparing the
‘faulty’ system behaviour to the original simulation with
its uncertainty margins.
Several faults were selected for simulation from Peuser
et al. (2008); de Keizer et al. (2011a). Some of the faults
have a similar eﬀect. For example, a discoloured or dirty
collector cover and a damaged and degraded absorber
cover all reduce the optical eﬃciency of the system that is
represented in the simulation by the simulation parameter
g0. The simulated faults have the following eﬀects:
 Discoloured collector cover, aged collector cover, split/
broken collector cover, condensate in collector, leakage
in collector, damaged inner collector foil, dirty collector
cover, corrosion of absorber surface, damaged,
degraded, dirty absorber surface ) Reduction of optical
eﬃciency.
 Damaged insulation ) Collector heat loss increases.
 Pump defect, cable breach of pump in primary solar
loop ) No volume ﬂow.
 Insulation of pipes in primary solar loop damaged )
Heat loss increases.
 Heat exchanger in solar loop is fouled or dimensioned
too small ) Heat transfer decreases.

2

The measured input data that is used are: irradiance, ambient
temperature, heat ﬂow at the system boundary (systems TLN and
COMBI) and return ﬂow temperature at the system boundary.

3

The directions of change were veriﬁed by a sensitivity analysis.
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Fig. 2. Simpliﬁed hydraulics for the three ﬁeld test systems.

The eﬀects of the faults are simulated by implementing the
scenarios that are shown in Table 4 for daily and 1-year simulations. There is hardly any information on the quantitative
eﬀects of ‘typical’ faults. Therefore, the scenarios are estimations that may not always represent ‘typical’ faults. To be
able to better evaluate the results of the fault scenarios for

the diﬀerent systems, simulations were carried out with one
set of collector parameters (of system COMBI) and with a
reference year of weather data (based on measured data of
system TLN) (only for the fault scenarios, not for the ﬁeld
test). The simulation results are compared to the base case
scenario of the speciﬁc system with no faults.
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Table 1
Selected parameters of ﬁeld test systems.
Simulation parametera

Unit
2

Collector area
Azimuth
Tilt angle
Collector-g0
Collector-a1
Collector-a2
Solar HX-UA
Buﬀer store volume
Simulation time step
Measurement time step
m_ sol;prim;max c
Hysteresis prim solar loop
Prim/s solar pump PID control
m_ sol;sec;max e
Hysteresis sec solar loop
Stagnation control Tcolf
a
b
c
d
e
f

m
°
°

W m2 K1
W m2 K2
W m2 K1
m3
min
min
kg/m2 h
K
kg/h
K
°C

TLN

DH

COMBI

139
5
39
0.7634
3.4982
0.0122
111
14
1
1
17
10/5 min
yes
19
6/3
130

1287
21
31
0.7634
3.4982
0.0122
124
–
1
1
23
25d
yes
25
15/8
125

15
0
45
0.848
3.46
0.0165
120b
3.55
1
1
18
7/3
no
–
–
130

The source of the simulation parameters is the system operator, sometimes backed up by datasheets of e.g. the collector.
The real value is lower, however since this is deﬁned as a ‘fault’, the simulation uses this standard value.
Control based on temperature diﬀerence between collector temperature and lower store temperature.
Additional criterium “pump is on when collector temperature is larger than 75 °C”.
Control based on temperature diﬀerence between primary ﬂow temperature and lower store temperature.
Pump shuts oﬀ when the collector or ﬂow temperature is too high to prevent damage to components in the collector loop in case of stagnation.

Table 2
TRNSYS types used for simulations.
Type

Description

Remarks

2
5
9
11
14
23
24
25
31a
33
65
69
93
109
340b
647
649
659
803
832
890

Diﬀerential controller
Heat exchanger
Data reader
Flow mixer/ﬂow diverter/tempering valve
Time dependent forcing function
PID controller
Quantity integrator
Printer
Pipe/duct
Psychrometrics
Online plotter
Sky temperature
Input value recall
Weather data reading and processing: user format
Multiport store model
Fluid diverting valve w/up to 100 outlets
Mixing valve for ﬂuids w/up to 100 inlets
Auxiliary heater w/proportional control
Variable ﬂow pump
832v307, Dynamic collector model
Storage control

Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Standard TRNSYS (Klein et
Drück (2006)
TESS Library (TESS, 2009)
TESS Library (TESS, 2009)
TESS Library (TESS, 2009)
Heimrath and Haller (2007)
Haller et al. (2009)
Heimrath and Haller (2007)

al.,
al.,
al.,
al.,
al.,
al.,
al.,
al.,
al.,
al.,
al.,
al.,
al.,
al.,

2009)
2009)
2009)
2009)
2009)
2009)
2009)
2009)
2009)
2009)
2009)
2009)
2009)
2009)

a

Pipes are only used for the return and ﬂow pipes in the primary solar loop.
Type 340 was changed so that the store can be stratiﬁed at the start of each simulation. The initial temperatures of the nodes
in the store should be speciﬁed in an external ﬁle. For the ﬁeld test systems, the temperatures in each node were calculated based
on a linear interpolation between the measured temperatures in the store, see for more details Wiese (2006).
b

3. Results
3.1. Fault detection – scenario results
Several faults of the fault scenarios in Table 4 are
detected by daily simulations of the case study systems.
The following scenarios are detected on nearly all days:

g0 – 25%, g0 – 40% and pump oﬀ. For several other faults
this depends on the system hydraulics. For example, an
increase of the collector heat loss coeﬃcient a1 by 50% is
detected on most days, however, this also depends on the
average collector temperature. A reduction of the UAvalue of the solar heat exchanger by 75% is detected on
24 days for system TLN, but not for system COMBI.
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Table 3
Measurement equipment used in the ﬁeld tests with uncertainties.
Physical quantity

TLN

DH

COMBI

Uncertainty margina

Irradiance
Tamb
V_ sol
V_ notðsolÞ
V_
DT
Tﬂ or rt

SP Lite
Pt1000, Cl. B
–
–
HFM, Cl. 2
HFM
–

–
Pt1000, Cl. B
–
–
HFM, Cl. 2
HFM
–

SP Lite
Pt1000, Cl. B.
Turbine (Biotech)
Vortex (Grundfos)b
–
–
Pt1000, Cl. 1/3 B

5% + 10 W/m2
0.5% + 0.6 °C
2%
1.5% of full speed (r)c
(2 + qp/q)%, max. 5%d
ð0:5 þ 3  DTDTmin Þ%, max 3.5% at DT of 3 K
0.17% + 0.4 K

a

The maximum uncertainty margin is shown. The uncertainty information of the sensors is derived from the data sheets of the measurement equipment.
For the temperature sensors an additional uncertainty of 0.3 K to the sensor uncertainty is included to account for e.g. lead resistance and conversion
processes.
b
The volume ﬂow range is 2–40 l/h, please note that the minimum volume ﬂow for the vortex sensor is ca. 5% of the maximum volume ﬂow, for the
other volume ﬂow sensors that is between 0.5 and 1%.
c
The uncertainty for the Grundfos Vortex sensor is given as the standard deviation, for the maximum uncertainty margin 3% of the full speed will be
used.
d
The following abbreviations are used: HFM = Heat Flow Metre, Cl. = Class, q = volume ﬂow, qp, is the nominal volume of the heat ﬂow metre, DTmin
is the nominal minimum temperature diﬀerence of the heat ﬂow metre.

Table 4
Scenarios for simulating faults.
Eﬀect

Parameter

Reduction of optical eﬃciency
Increase of collector heat losses
No volume ﬂow
Increased heat losses
Less heat transfer

g0
a1
pump oﬀ
kpipe
UAHX

Scenariosa
10%
10%
100%
25%
25%

25%
25%

40%
50%

50%
50%

100%
75%

0.2%/dayb

0.2%/dayc

a

Most of the scenarios consider one fault that does not change over time, except of the last column on the right where the fault worsens every day. All
scenarios are simulated for the three case study plants (TLN, DH, COMBI) for the whole year and for every day separately.
b
g0 decreases 0.2% per day from hour 1440 (March 2) onwards.
c
UAHX,sol decreases 0.2% per day from hour 1440 (March 2) onwards.

Fig. 3. This probability distribution plot shows the relative diﬀerence
between the simulated solar energy yield in the base case and in the solar
energy yield in diﬀerent fault scenarios for every day for system TLN
(Qsol,bc  Qsol,fs)/Qsol,bc. Only days having a daily solar energy yield larger
than 1 kW h=m2col are considered.

The other simulated faults are not detected with the current
uncertainty margins of the simulated energy yields. A

decrease of the uncertainty margin to 2/3 of its original
value4 leads to the detection of an increase of a1 with
25% and the reduction of g0 with 10%. The number of days
on which symptoms are detected depend also on the
hydraulic and operational characteristics of the system.
In Fig. 3, a probability distribution plot shows the relative diﬀerence between the simulated solar energy yields in
the base case and in diﬀerent fault scenarios for system
TLN. Only days having a daily solar energy yield larger
than 1 kW h=m2col are included. The base case does not
include an uncertainty margin, therefore, the probability
distribution is much broader for the ﬁeld tests in which
simulated values are compared to uncertain measured values. Fig. 4 shows the monthly results of the yearly simulation of system TLN in the base case and scenario g0 – 25%.
The symptom ‘too low solar energy yield’ is detected for all
months, while the symptom ‘too much auxiliary heating’ is
only detected in summer, since in winter the solar fraction
is very low.

4
It is unlikely that all uncertain factors are at their extreme value at the
same time. Although some factors are not taken into account, the
uncertainty margin could be decreased to e.g. 2/3 when more symptoms
after each other are detected (de Keizer et al., 2011b)
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(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Monthly key numbers visualised, system TLN for the base case
and fault scenario g0  25% (a) Solar energy yield with uncertainty
margins, faults are detected for each month. (b) Auxiliary heat production
with uncertainty margins, faults are only detected in the summer months.

3.2. Field test results-analysis of daily data
Daily simulations were carried out and the resulting simulated features are compared to measured features. The
simulated daily solar energy yield is compared to the measured energy yield for the three ﬁeld test systems in
Figs. 5a, 6 and 8. The y-axis shows the simulated daily
energy yield with uncertainty margin, while the x-axis
shows the measured solar energy yield with uncertainty
margin. The simulation of system TLN delivers good
results, there are some outliers, possibly faults, that have
circle markers.
The daily measured solar energy yield of system TLN is
on average 5.0% larger than the simulated energy yield for
the simulation of the complete system when the daily
energy yield (DEY) is larger than 1 kW h=m2col and when
days with obvious faults are excluded. This diﬀerence
may be caused by a lower return temperature in the measured data or by uncertainties in measured values or
parameters. The standard deviation of the diﬀerence
between simulated and measured energy yields is 4.0%.
Few daily symptoms were found, several of these were
caused by snow. Fig. 5b shows the measured and simulated

(b)
Fig. 5. (a) Measured versus simulated solar energy yield with error bars of
ﬁeld test system TLN, the symptoms are marked in black. The symptoms
at Qd,meas of approximately 0.5 and 1 are caused by snow. Simulation for
the whole system in kW h=m2col . (b) 19 June 2009, typical day with good
weather, the uncertainty margins for the daily analysis are shown.

Fig. 6. Daily measured and simulated energy yield in the secondary solar
loop for system DH with uncertainty margins.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. Measured and simulated heat ﬂows in the secondary solar loop for
the whole system DH with uncertainty margins. (a) 5 June 2010, typical
day with sunny weather, note the frequent turning on and oﬀ of the pump
for the measured data. (b) 22 June 2010 from 11:00 to 14:00, note the
diﬀerence between the irradiance and the measured system behaviour.

heat ﬂows for a sunny day. The uncertainty margins are
also shown, however, these are valid for the daily analysis
and not for the heat ﬂows.
Fig. 6 shows that the deviations for system DH are larger than those for system TLN. On average, the measured
solar energy yield is 4.2% lower than the simulated one for
days with DEY > 1 kW h=m2col . The standard deviation of
the diﬀerence is high with 9.0%. Assuming that the measured data is correct, the larger diﬀerence can have the following causes: measured weather data from a diﬀerent
location, partially faulty system behaviour, and errors in
the simulation. To analyse those diﬀerences, several individual days are analysed and shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7a shows a day with high irradiation; the match
between measured and simulated values is good. However,
due to a control issue the pump of the real system switches
on and oﬀ a lot in the start up and end phases. This control
strategy reduces the energy yield. Fig. 7b focuses on the accuracy of the irradiation for system DH, because it is measured
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Fig. 8. Daily measured and simulated energy yield in the solar loop for
system COMBI with uncertainty margins.

at a diﬀerent, nearby location. On 22 June 2010 a symptom
arises, the simulated solar energy yield is much larger than
the measured one. Fig. 7b shows that the irradiance and
the measured energy yield do not follow similar trends.
For system COMBI, the heat measurements of the
domestic hot water and space heating loops did not function
correctly. Therefore, only the solar loop was analysed. There
is a reasonable agreement between measured and simulated
solar energy yield on most days (Fig. 8). On average the measured energy yield is 12% lower than the simulated one for
days with DEY > 1 kW h=m2col , when days with symptoms
are excluded. The standard deviation is 6.0%. Symptoms
were detected for 70 days in 2010. Furthermore, many
hourly solar symptoms were detected. Carpet plots of the relative diﬀerence between the measured and simulated solar
energy yield for each day are presented in Fig. 9a. The daily
symptoms are shown in Fig. 9b; there are 70 symptoms in
2010 and 13 in 2011. If this is restricted to days with a
DEY > 1 kW h=m2col , 46 symptom days remain for 2010.
Fig. 10a shows the simulations and measurements for
the 3rd of July 2010. The pump of the measured system
turns oﬀ, probably to prevent too high temperatures in
the solar loop. This does not happen in the simulation. This
occurred although the store was not fully charged and the
collector was not overheated, therefore, it is a fault. It was
a control issue and was repaired by the system installer,
therefore there are many fewer symptoms in 2011. However, when this fault was repaired symptoms still occurred.
The graphs of 19 July 2010 show that the performance of
the system is inferior to the results of the simulation. This
could be caused by partial stagnation of one of the two different collector ﬁelds due to non-uniform volume ﬂow.
This section shows that the simulation-based fault detection with the symptom ‘too low energy yield’ works ﬁne
automatically, in consideration of the uncertainty margins.
For very low daily energy yields, the uncertainty margins
may not always be accurate. The fault diagnosis that identiﬁes fault causes and further details was carried out
manually.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. System COMBI (a) shows the diﬀerence between the simulated
solar energy yield and the measured solar energy yield (Qsol,sim  Qsol,meas)/Acol in kW h=m2col . (b) The symptom ‘too small daily solar
energy yield’ is shown.

(a)

Fig. 11. The simulated and measured uncertainty margins of the ﬁeld test
analyses are shown. The uncertainty margin is deﬁned as the average of
the maximum daily uncertainty margin and the minimum daily uncertainty margin. For the simulations, the margins are shown both for DEY
> 1 kW h=m2col and DEY > 3 kW h=m2col .

It is more complicated to detect the daily symptom ‘too
much auxiliary heating’ without additional simulations,
since the change in the energy content of the store has to
be taken into account. The detection of that symptom
was applied for system TLN, however, not that useful on
a daily basis without additional simulations. Control issues
of the auxiliary heating can be detected with the algorithmbased approach.
The simulation-based fault detection approach is not
very good at fault diagnosis, that is the identiﬁcation of
the fault type and further fault details. The faults can be
attributed to a certain subsystem, but the exact cause cannot easily be diagnosed by simulation-based fault detection
alone. A combination symptoms that are derived in the
simulation-based fault detection with those derived by
algorithms should lead to an identiﬁcation of faults.
3.3. Eﬀectiveness of method

(b)
Fig. 10. Measured and simulated heat ﬂows with uncertainty margins for
the system COMBI. (a) 3 July 2010, pump turns oﬀ, although the storage
is not fully charged and the collector is not overheated. As a consequence
the collector ﬂuid overheats. (b) 19 July 2010, the measured performance is
much worse than the simulated one, probably caused by partial stagnation
in one of the collector ﬁelds.

Which faults are detected depends on the uncertainty
margins of the simulated and measured energy yield. The
uncertainty margins were conservatively calculated in this
paper with a minimum–maximum analysis. The risk being
that if the uncertainty margins are too small, ‘false’ faults
are detected. The uncertainty margins for the ﬁeld test systems and the input uncertainties as deﬁned in Table 3 can
be found in Fig. 11. The uncertainty margins for the daily
measured energy yield for systems DH and TLN are similar, since the same measurement equipment was used. The
main cause of the large uncertainty margins for the measured heat ﬂows of the system COMBI are the unpaired
temperature sensors. Furthermore, it is emphasised that
very accurate measurement equipment is too expensive
for general long-term monitoring of solar thermal systems.
The simulated energy margins for system DH are larger
than those for system TLN, since the system has (on average) a higher collector temperature. With the deﬁned input
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uncertainty margins, the simulated uncertainty margins are
larger at larger collector temperatures (due to the collector
curve).
4. Discussion and conclusion
From the evaluation of the ﬁeld test, several conclusions
with regards to hourly and daily symptoms are drawn:
 The daily symptoms for days with low energy yields and
low irradiation levels are not always reliable. Therefore,
it is recommended to only analyse days with a simulated
daily energy yield larger than 1 kW h=m2col .
 For systems with ‘complications’, for example that the
weather data is measured at a diﬀerent location, only
very sunny days should be analysed. It is recommended
to only analyse days with a simulated daily energy yield
larger than 3 kW h=m2col .
With these boundary conditions, the symptom ‘too low
solar energy yield’ is well detected with correctly calculated
uncertainty margins.
The long-term performance of a simulation-based fault
detection needs to be researched further. Potential complications are expected by the long-term performance of (i)
the measurement equipment, (ii) the aged TRNSYS versions, and (iii) the aged software. Except for the TRNSYS
version, these factors are also valid for other approaches of
long-term monitoring and fault detection. Furthermore,
ageing components can cause reduced system performance.
The simulation or the accepted deviation could be adjusted
to ﬁx this, e.g. by decreasing the collector eﬃciency by a
certain percentage per year. However, for this typical ageing behaviour of diﬀerent components would need to be
known and also one should deﬁne what is still acceptable.
The simulation-based method should not be used separately of an algorithm-based method, because the algorithm-based method is expected to be cheaper, need less
sensors for basic function control and is more suitable
for monitoring the control of the system. The additional
eﬀort, however, to apply the simulation-based fault detection method does not need to be large. If a good data management structure is already implemented, the extra
requirements are a TRNSYS model and the extra simulation parameters. Experience from the ﬁeld test shows that
getting the required simulation parameters from the system
operator can be quite an eﬀort. Standardised procedures
will improve this. Furthermore, one plausibility check of
the comparison of simulation and measurement should
take place after an initial period, to make sure that the simulation parameters are correct. In addition the quality of
the measurement data was often a problem. This, however,
already needs to be addressed for the data management
structure and the algorithm-based method and is therefore
no extra eﬀort. Automation of the whole method is
required for reducing the costs and time that is used for
analysis. The simulation-based fault detection method
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can be fully automated, except for the connection of the
TRNSYS subsystems and the initial check.
Concluding, the advantages of the simulation-based
fault detection method that are expected or proven in addition to an only algorithm-based method are listed:
 The additional symptom ‘too low solar energy yield’ can
be calculated. Depending on the uncertainty margins of
the simulated and measured energy yields, typically
faults that cause an energy loss of ca. 25% can be
detected if paired temperature sensors are used for calculating the measured heat ﬂow. (proven)
 It is possible to quantify the energy loss by a fault with
uncertainty margins, if the fault is detected. This enables
the decision to repair a fault urgently or not. (proven)
 The simulation-based fault detection is expected to be
better at the detection of certain faults, e.g. non-uniform
collector ﬂow in the collector ﬁeld5. (expected)
 A reference solar energy yield is calculated by the simulation, enabling the calculation of more key numbers.
(proven)
 Though in theory (part of) the algorithms are simple, the
whole system of interrelated algorithms for calculating
diﬀerent features and symptoms is rather complex.
Therefore, the simulation provides an independent second check. (expected)
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